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                 FROM THE OC REGISTER      

Rookie Ty Buttrey has quickly risen to prominent role in Angels’ bullpen 

By Jeff Fletcher 

OAKLAND — Ty Buttrey jogged to the mound on Aug. 31 as a prospect and he walked off – 19 minutes 
and 33 pitches later – as a big leaguer. 

At least, that’s the way the Angels’ rookie recalls his seventh major league game, one in which he 
worked his way into and out of a bases-loaded jam against the Houston Astros. 

He went through the dangerous top of the Houston order, quieting a raucous Minute Maid Park. 

“The confidence of getting those guys out, that definitely helped me out,” Buttrey recalled a couple 
weeks later. “It’s allowed me to be able to see that I do belong here. As a minor leaguer, we hope and 
wish what we can be. We don’t get to see it till we get to the big leagues.” 

Since then, the 25-year-old Buttrey has quickly climbed the depth chart in the Angels’ bullpen, working 
his way into three save situations. He’s converted all three. 

Blake Parker, the closer whose job Buttrey has encroached upon, seems to have no issue yielding to his 
talent. 

“The guy is lights out,” Parker said. “You can see what he’s got. He’s got upper 90’s with two wipeout 
pitches, and he’s getting some of the game’s best hitters. It’s exciting to see what he’s going to do in the 
future, for sure.” 

Thirteen games into his big league career, Buttrey has allowed one run in 13-2/3 innings, with 16 
strikeouts and four walks. He’s retired all 10 batters he’s faced in his three save situations. 

Buttrey’s quick ascent is nothing new in what’s been a rollercoaster of a career. 

College or pro scouts showed little interest in him through his junior year in high school in Charlottte, 
N.C., before his fastball jumped from 86 mph to 96 mph by his senior year. He earned a scholarship to 
Arkansas, but the Boston Red Sox made sure he’d pass up college. They signed him for $1.3 million, 
more than $1 million over the value for his spot in the fourth round of the 2012 draft. 

Once Buttrey was in the Red Sox farm system, control problems caused him to stall. In 2016, he was 0-6 
with a 6.08 ERA two months into the season. He had walked 25 batters in 37 innings. 

Buttrey, who is 6-foot-6, 245 pounds, said it just took him time to figure out his delivery. 

“People like to draft tall pitchers because you have angle and velocity, but you also have a ton of moving 
parts that need to be fine-tuned,” Buttrey said. 
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That rough start in 2016 also marked the end of his four years as a starter. A move to the bullpen helped 
his velocity increase, at times reaching 100 mph. By early in 2018, he was finally pitching consistently 
well as a reliever at Triple-A in the Red Sox system, but there seemed to be no opening to the big 
leagues. 

“I’d be lying if I said I wasn’t getting frustrated,” he said. “The Red Sox are in first place. They have an 
unbelievable team. Everyone knows the situation. They knew it. I knew. I obviously wanted a chance to 
show what I can do.” 

On July 30, that chance came. 

The Angels traded Ian Kinsler to the Red Sox, and acquired Buttrey and left-handed reliever Williams 
Jerez in return. 

“I was completely excited,” Buttrey said. “It was sad because some of my friends, guys I spent six years 
with grinding through the minor leagues, I’m not going to be able to see as much, but that’s how the 
game goes. I was a little nervous coming to a new team, but the Angels have done a great job making 
me feel comfortable.” 

Most of all, the Angels were in a position to provide opportunity. As they fell out of the race, their focus 
has shifted toward development and seeing what they have for the future. 

Buttrey got the call to the majors on Aug. 16 and he made his major-league debut that night in Texas, 
with a scoreless inning. He showed the Angels a fastball that was consistently 96-98 mph, along with a 
tantalizing changeup and a sharp breaking ball. Buttrey said he thinks of it as a curve, even though the 
way it comes out of his hand sometimes makes it behave more like a slider. 

Buttrey had allowed one run in 6-1/3 innings in his first six games before getting the call that night in 
Houston. 

With the Angels holding a 3-0 lead in the eighth, Buttrey had the bottom of the order due. The situation, 
however, quickly became much more treacherous. Josh Reddick dumped a bloop single into center and 
then pinch-hitter Tony Kemp yanked a double into right, sending Reddick to third. 

As the ballpark roared with the top of the Houston order due, pitching coach Charlie Nagy came to the 
mound. Cam Bedrosian began getting loose in the bullpen. 

Buttrey relied on a skill he’d only recently emphasized: slowing the game down. 

“A lot of deep breaths,” he said. “Controlling what I can control. Not worrying about the hit I just gave 
up. If there’s a guy at third, in the past I’d be like, I don’t want this guy to score. Now I’m not worried 
about the guy at third because I’m going to get the batter out.” 

The batter, in this case, was George Springer. Buttrey went right after him with a first-pitch fastball, 
which Springer fouled off. He then got a called strike on a breaking ball. After missing with three straight 
offspeed pitches to run the count full, Buttrey blew a high fastball past Springer, for a strikeout. 
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Next up was Alex Bregman, one of the hottest hitters in the majors at the time. Buttrey missed with all 
four of his breaking balls, and walked Bregman on five pitches, loading the bases. 

After 19 pitches, with the bases loaded and José Altuve coming to the plate, Buttrey figured his night 
might be over. But Manager Mike Scioscia, certainly interested to see what the rookie could do, left him 
in to face the reigning MVP. 

“I’m glad they left me in,” Buttrey said. “That’s the stuff I want to get practice at. That’s the situation in 
the playoffs or World Series down the road that I’ll be able to look back on, facing those talented 
hitters.” 

Buttrey got ahead of Altuve, 0-and-2. Then Buttrey threw his hardest pitch as a big leaguer: 99.9 mph. 
He followed with another at 99.6. Buttrey said later he had no idea he was throwing any harder because 
the adrenaline had taken over. Buttrey buried a breaking ball in the dirt to strike out Altuve. 

Next up was Carlos Correa. Mixing fastballs that touched 99 mph and breaking balls, Buttrey got Correa 
on a pop-up on the ninth pitch of the at-bat. 

He left the mound a new man. 

“Once it was over, that’s when my confidence grew,” Buttrey said. “Hopefully every time I go out, I can 
build my confidence.” 

A week later, Buttrey got the call to pitch the ninth, an opportunity he had no idea was coming. He 
pitched a 1-2-3 inning against the Chicago White Sox to get the save. He retired all four hitters in a save 
to complete the Angels’ eight-pitcher shutout last Tuesday. 

On Sunday, he struck out the side to finish off a one-run victory over the Seattle Mariners. 

“Ty’s shown that whatever situation he’s put in, he goes out there and makes pitches,” Scioscia said. 
“That’s a great indicator that a guy can handle the back end of the bullpen, and pitch in the eighth, 
ninth; pitch in high-leverage situations. His stuff is really good. He’s got a fastball that can get by guys, 
and he can get under their swings with changeups and breaking balls too.” 

His demeanor has also made him a favorite with his new team. In the clubhouse he plays the role of the 
rookie, barely saying a word, but on the mound, he seems like he’s done it before. 

“I know I’m here and I feel like I belong,” he said, “but I have a lot more work to do.” 

UP NEXT 

Angels (LHP Tyler Skaggs, 8-8, 3.78) at A’s (RHP Liam Hendriks, 0-1, 5.60), Tuesday, 7 p.m., Fox Sports 
West, KLAA (830 AM) 
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                 FROM ANGELS.COM       

Inbox: Should Halos make Ohtani a closer? 

Beat reporter Maria Guardado answers questions from Angels fans 

By Maria Guardado 

Are the Angels considering using Ohtani as a DH/Closer instead of a starter? 

The idea of using Shohei Ohtani as a closer has been floated a lot since the news broke of his Tommy 
John surgery recommendation, but it's not one the Angels are seriously considering right now. I don't 
think the Angels would be maximizing Ohtani's value as a pitcher by using him out of the bullpen, and 
there's no compelling evidence that shows that a reliever's workload puts less stress on the elbow than 
a starter's. 

Manager Mike Scioscia reiterated these points when asked about the possibility on Sunday. 

"Nobody has a crystal ball, but I would think that would be the wrong path to take with Shohei because 
he's shown no issues with being able to get into that 100-110 pitch count and being able to bounce 
back," Scioscia said. "Once he makes a decision and everything is taken care of, he should be able to get 
back in the rotation and be that dynamic starter he has the potential to be. It's not as easy as you think 
being a closer. There are a lot of times you're warming up. You're still going to pitch in 70 games and 
there's times you're going to warm up and not get into a game. That would be tough to do with him in 
the lineup and swinging the bat also." 

At what point in 2019 is Griffin Canning considered a regular rotation member? 

It's hard to say, but Canning, the Angels' No. 3 prospect according to MLB Pipeline, will definitely be on 
the Angels' rotation depth chart heading into next season. His development, along with the health and 
effectiveness of the rest of the pitching staff, will ultimately determine how quickly he reaches the big 
leagues. The Angels probably didn't expect Jaime Barria to be pitching in the Majors on April 11, but 
they were forced to turn to the 22-year-old rookie after JC Ramirez and Matt Shoemaker went down 
within the first 10 days of the season. 

Who are your three top "guesses" for Angels new manager in 2019? 

Assuming the reports that Scioscia intends to step down at the end of the season are accurate, I think 
the Angels have three internal candidates who will be in the mix to potentially succeed him: bench 
coach Josh Paul and special assistants Brad Ausmus and Eric Chavez. Ausmus, who skippered the Tigers 
from 2014-17, is the only one of that group with previous managerial experience in the Majors. Paul has 
not managed above Class A, and Chavez just completed a month-long stint as the interim manager of 
Triple-A Salt Lake. 

Who will be the Angels catcher in 2019? Will it be Arcia or Briceno, or will they try to get someone like 
Realmuto? 
-- Caleb H., Anaheim 

http://m.mlb.com/player/660271/shohei-ohtani
http://m.mlb.com/prospects/2018?list=ana
http://m.mlb.com/player/642545/jaime-barria
http://m.mlb.com/player/500724/jc-ramirez
http://m.mlb.com/player/533167/matt-shoemaker
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I think the Angels will look externally to find a starting catcher for 2019, but Francisco Arcia or Jose 
Briceno could wind up sticking as the backup. J.T. Realmuto is a potential trade target, but he will 
command a big haul since he's a 27-year-old All-Star catcher who isn't eligible for free agency until 2021. 
If the Angels aren't willing to dig into their rebuilt farm system to land someone like Realmuto, they 
could explore some free-agent options, including Yasmani Grandal, Jonathan Lucroy and Wilson Ramos. 

Who are some realistic options at pitcher during FA for the Angels? 

Patrick Corbin, Dallas Keuchel, J.A. Happ and Charlie Morton will likely headline the class of free-agent 
pitchers this winter, so the Angels could choose to pursue one of them. Gio Gonzalez, Lance 
Lynn and Nathan Eovaldi will also be available. 

 

                 FROM THE ATHLETIC       

The next wave of Angels talent that can help them return to the playoffs 

By Brent Maguire 

The Angels’ 2018 Minor League season has to be considered a much-needed successful season. After 
consistently grading out as one of the worst for years, the Angels’ farm system has taken huge steps 
forward. Jim Bowden of The Athletic recently ranked it as the 14th-best in baseball. 

This is a testament to general manager Billy Eppler and scouting director Matt Swanson, who have 
revamped the system in a very short amount of time. The Angels have drafted well and made a handful 
of trades that has not only given the system a few blue-chip prospects but also the necessary depth to 
churn out major-league talent. Given the 2018 team has proven to be a flawed roster, the farm system 
improvement has come at an opportune time. 

Following are evaluations on many of the key prospects who could be the next wave of talent that helps 
get the Angels back to the playoffs. 

Jo Adell (19 years old, Low A/High A/Double A) 

Adell entered the season as a top 100 prospect with the potential to become an elite prospect thanks to 
an array of electric tools. He started the year with Low-A Burlington and produced at such a high level 
that he ended the season in Double-A Mobile as a 19-year-old. Adell hit .290/.355/.543, slugged 20 
home runs and stole 15 bases. He is the clear-cut top Angels prospect and was selected as the Minor 
League Outfielder of the Year by Emily Waldon of The Athletic. 

Adell’s surge to Double-A is impressive considering he was drafted in the summer of 2017. It’s also 
interesting when you examine the Angels’ outfield situation. Mike Trout is in the midst of an electric 
season, Kole Calhoun has had a monster second half and Justin Upton has produced another quality 
season. All three are controlled through at least 2020, but Trout is slated to hit free agency after that 
season, meaning Adell could be Trout’s heir in the event that the club moves their franchise player. 

http://m.mlb.com/player/516472/francisco-arcia
http://m.mlb.com/player/593993/jose-briceno
http://m.mlb.com/player/593993/jose-briceno
http://m.mlb.com/player/592663/jt-realmuto
http://m.mlb.com/player/518735/yasmani-grandal
http://m.mlb.com/player/518960/jonathan-lucroy
http://m.mlb.com/player/467092/wilson-ramos
http://m.mlb.com/player/571578/patrick-corbin
http://m.mlb.com/player/572971/dallas-keuchel
http://m.mlb.com/player/457918/ja-happ
http://m.mlb.com/player/450203/charlie-morton
http://m.mlb.com/player/461829/gio-gonzalez
http://m.mlb.com/player/458681/lance-lynn
http://m.mlb.com/player/458681/lance-lynn
http://m.mlb.com/player/543135/nathan-eovaldi
https://theathletic.com/483010/2018/08/22/bowden-grading-the-farm-systems-of-all-30-mlb-teams-after-the-trade-deadline/
https://theathletic.com/394410/2018/06/15/fresh-faces-taking-a-closer-look-at-the-angels-2018-draft-class/
https://theathletic.com/494806/2018/08/30/early-projection-for-angels-2019-roster-reveals-one-clear-weak-spot/
https://theathletic.com/516080/2018/09/11/farm-fresh-the-2018-minor-league-awards/
https://theathletic.com/516080/2018/09/11/farm-fresh-the-2018-minor-league-awards/
https://theathletic.com/458060/2018/08/03/how-kole-calhoun-went-from-being-historically-bad-to-better-than-ever/
https://theathletic.com/509604/2018/09/06/rosenthal-the-angels-dont-want-to-trade-mike-trout-so-they-need-to-make-him-an-offer/
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Adell has star potential, possibly even superstar potential, meaning the Angels will find a way to fit him 
on the major league roster when that opportunity presents itself. That could come as early as next 
season if Adell continues to produce, meaning he’d debut as a 20-year-old. Adell is clearly the best 
Angels prospect since Trout, and the two could be playing in the same outfield very soon. 

Griffin Canning (22 years old, High A/Double A/Triple A) 

While Adell produced the best position player season, Griffin Canning was the best pitcher and put 
himself on the map as a potential impact starting pitcher. The Angels shut down Canning after drafting 
him in 2017 due to a heavy workload at UCLA, and the move appears to have paid off. Canning made it 
to Triple-A, where he produced a rather impressive 24.5 strikeout percentage in 59 innings in a hitter-
friendly environment. 

Across all three levels, Canning ran a 3.65 ERA in 113 1/3 innings, struck out 26.3 percent of hitters and 
allowed just 99 hits. Canning’s 9.2 percent walk rate is worrisome and is an area he’ll need to improve 
upon, but his bat-missing ability is something the Angels rotation desperately needs. Canning’s above-
average, four-pitch mix, strikeout ability and durability (threw 100-plus innings twice at UCLA) makes 
him a prime candidate to snag a rotation spot next season. 

If he can continue to build up his workload, Canning could be a mid-rotation piece that can approach 
150 innings. He is the 81st-best prospect, according to MLB.com. 

Brandon Marsh (20 years old, Low A/High A) 

Marsh had a rocky start to his Angels career after being drafted in 2016, not appearing in his first 
professional game until 2017 due to injury. His first full season was 2018, when Marsh accumulated 580 
plate appearances and was quite productive in the process. He raked in Low A, hitting .295/.390/.570 in 
34 games before being promoted. 

Marsh’s first taste of High-A ball was rough, hitting just .073/.156/.098 in his first 45 plate appearances. 
From that point forward, he hit .279/.371/.421 in 380 plate appearances. Marsh is a special athlete who 
combines power and speed along with strong baseball IQ. He flashes average or better tools across the 
board at times and looks like a potential impact player in the majors. 

As mentioned above, the Angels are rich in outfield depth, and it’ll be fascinating to see how Marsh slots 
in down the road. He’s further behind Adell in terms of proximity to the majors and potential impact, 
but he could be an option as soon as 2020. Marsh ranks as the 79th-best prospect, according to 
MLB.com. 

Jahmai Jones (21 years old, High A/Double A) 

Jones experienced a bit of a down year, hitting just .239/.337/.380 in 559 plate appearances. That was a 
significant step down from his .282/.348/.446 line he posted in 2017. However, it’s important to note 
that Jones was in his age 20 season this year, made a position change from outfield to second base and 
still ended up with double digits in home runs (10) and stolen bases (24) for the second straight year. 

https://theathletic.com/505198/2018/09/13/why-the-angels-caution-with-griffin-canning-has-paid-dividends-so-far/
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Jones may not be on the same level as the prospects mentioned already but he’s an exciting prospect in 
his own right. Jones doesn’t feature over-the-fence power but barrels up baseballs and had a good 
approach at the plate. His well above-average speed makes him a threat on the bases and he showed 
improvements at second base over the course of the year. Jones could be ready for the majors by 2020 
and ranks as the fourth-best Angels prospect, according to MLB.com. 

Jose Suarez (20 years old, High A/Double A/Triple A) 

Suarez was yet another Angels prospect who performed admirably across three levels, making it to 
Triple-A as a 20-year-old and placing himself on the MLB radar. Suarez experienced an uptick in stuff, 
boosting his fastball velocity into the 90-94 mph range after sitting in the high-80s in past years, and he 
sharpened up his curveball. The result was a 3.92 ERA and 142 strikeouts in 117 innings. 

Suarez is undersized at 5-foot-10, but he has really blossomed after many scouts placed a fringe starter 
profile on him. He is now a legitimate rotation candidate for 2019 thanks to his solid three-pitch-mix and 
ability to miss bats. Suarez and Canning may fill major holes in the 2019 Angels rotation, which is 
especially important with Shohei Ohtani’s looming Tommy John surgery. 

Luis Rengifo (21 years old, High A/Double A/Triple A) 

Acquired in the trade that sent C.J. Cron to Tampa Bay, the shortstop/second baseman surprised many 
with one of the best minor league performances in all of baseball. Rengifo jumped two levels, finishing 
his season in Triple-A and hitting .299/.399/.452 in 590 plate appearances. He clubbed 50 extra-base 
hits, had as many walks as strikeouts (75) and stole 41 bases. 

Previously viewed as a fringe 40 grade prospect, Rengifo looks like a legitimate prospect with the 
potential to be an everyday big leaguer. Rengifo profiles more as a second baseman, but his offensive 
skill set looks to be very diverse, giving him a chance as a leadoff hitter if these offensive changes were 
legitimate. He could be a big-league option in 2019. 

Other notable prospects 

• Matt Thaiss: The 2016 first-round pick had an interesting year, sacrificing plate discipline in exchange 
for power. Thaiss hit 16 home runs and slugged .467 but saw a five-percent decrease in his walk rate, 
essentially finishing as a similarly valuable hitter as the year before. Thaiss is a polarizing prospect with a 
fringe-starter profile, but the Angels have received very little production from Albert Pujols, who 
continues to see his body break down. Thaiss could appear in 2019, stealing some at-bats from Pujols in 
the process. 

• Jose Soriano: His production wasn’t great this year as he posted a subpar 4.47 ERA and 42:35 
strikeout-to-walk ratio in 46 1/3 innings. However, Soriano did this as a 19-year-old in Low-A and he is 
still one of the highest upside arms in the system. Soriano’s ideal 6-3 frame, 92-98 mph fastball and 
hammer curveball have many scouts raving about him. For him, 2019 could be a huge breakout year. 

• Jordyn Adams: The 17th overall pick in this past draft had his season cut short after breaking his jaw 
but he flashed plenty for the Angels brass to get excited about (.267/.361/.381 line in 122 plate 

https://theathletic.com/508162/2018/09/05/as-physicians-recommend-season-ending-tommy-john-surgery-for-shohei-ohtani-a-look-at-what-happened-and-what-this-all-means/
https://theathletic.com/517170/2018/09/11/albert-pujols-remains-adamant-about-his-ability-to-play-first-base-even-as-his-body-indicates-otherwise/
https://twitter.com/longenhagen/status/992826346748362752
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appearances). Adams is an electric athlete with game-changing speed, potential plus defense in center 
field and a swing that makes him a potential impact at the plate. 

• Jeremiah Jackson: The Angels’ 2018 second-round pick hit seven home runs and stole 10 bases in his 
first 43 professional games. His 30.9 percent strikeout rate was pretty high, but Jackson showed 
legitimate power and speed at a young age, with results to go with it. He’s a potential middle infielder 
with pop and speed, making him yet another intriguing prospect in the system. 

• Kevin Maitan: The hype on Maitan has decreased significantly after producing another uninspiring 
season, his first with the Angels after the Braves scandal allowed the Angels to sign him last year. Maitan 
did improve upon 2017, but a .248/.306/.397 line in his second go-around in Rookie Ball is not entirely 
encouraging. He has put on some bad weight and his poor production is concerning. Still, it’s important 
to remember he’s just 18 years old. Next year will be very key. 

• Trent DeVeaux: It was a rough go for DeVeaux, who posted a paltry .556 OPS in 194 plate appearances 
in his first professional season. At 18 years old, this isn’t too discouraging and he still looks like a guy 
who can be an impact at the plate, in the field and on the bases. DeVeaux is an absolute burner, making 
him a potential plus center fielder and base runner, and many scouts believe he’ll hit in due time. 
DeVeaux is a sleeper who has sneaky top-100 prospect potential. 

• D’Shawn Knowles: Knowles signed during the 2017 international signing period and churned up a very 
impressive first professional season this year, hitting .311/.391/.464 in 223 plate appearances. He does a 
little bit of everything, flashing power and speed along with defensive skills that make him a legitimately 
interesting prospect. 

• Patrick Sandoval: Acquired in the Martín Maldonado trade, Sandoval put up a very impressive season 
across three levels and with two different organizations in 2018. In 122 1/3 innings, he posted a 2.43 
ERA while striking out 145 hitters and walking just 29. Sandoval’s above-average command of an 
average arsenal gives him back-end starter upside, something the Angels would gladly take. 

• Leonardo Rivas: Players with high strikeout levels (25.2 percent) and limited power (.333 slugging 
percentage) generally don’t make it far. Rivas, however, is unique in that he walks a ton (15.4 percent) 
and is a middle infielder. He’s likely a utility player in the long run, but a reduction in strikeouts could 
make his skill set much more interesting. 

 

How Taylor Ward, in his quest to ‘not suck,’ turned himself into a big leaguer 

By Fabian Ardaya 

As he takes a step in, Taylor Ward is bent over watching his feet, then his glove, then looking up after 
the crack of the bat to find the ball. 

Everything still feels new. The glove, the feel, the space, having to start standing up instead of squatting 
inside the small box that had confined him since his high school days. He breaks to his right, reaches 
over to snare the backhand, then throws across the diamond to first base. 

http://www.latimes.com/sports/mlb/la-sp-braves-scandal-20171121-story.html
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As he releases the baseball, a familiar voice calls him back. This time, as Ward steps in waiting for 
another ball to fire off first-base coach Alfredo Griffin’s bat, he feels something against his right foot. 
Keith Johnson stands behind Ward, gripping his fungo bat from the bright red barrel and using the 
narrow end to tap Ward’s foot, keeping it in the right spot. 

It’s a daily ritual, a process that starts an hour before many of the Angels arrive at the ballpark and 
continues during batting practice. Just over a month ago, Ward was in Salt Lake City, requesting daily 
that Johnson, then the manager of the Angels’ Triple-A affiliate there, meet him early to take some 
ground balls. Defensive coach Ray Olmedo would play the role of Griffin. There, the two attempted to 
build a big-league-caliber third baseman from scratch. 

“They got me here, those two guys,” Ward said. “With those two together, you can create a very good 
ballplayer.” 

Not long ago, Taylor Ward was a former first-round, soft-hitting catcher with a rocket arm but an 
inability to block the ball who was stalled in the Angels’ minor-league system. Now, he’s a changed 
player and, most importantly to him, a big-league third baseman. 

“To be able to like be here and playing third base and just being able to not suck, it’s all just hard work,” 
Ward said. 

…………. 

It started with what seemed to be a typical phone call. Mike Gallego, the Angels’ director of player 
development, was checking on the rehab of Ward, who had a troublesome shoulder and was scheduled 
to report to spring training in January to be under the organization’s watchful eye even sooner. Gallego 
also had another request, inquiring if Ward had ever played the infield before. 

He had not. Save for a few games as a freshman at Fresno State, where he manned the outfield, Ward 
had always been a catcher. When a Jerry Dipoto-led front office selected Ward in the first round in 2015, 
many in the industry had seen him as a safe solution — a hit-first backstop with a good approach and a 
strong arm but with some defensive issues that limited his ceiling. In Double-A, he posted a 135 wRC+ 
but did so with his on-base percentage exceeding his slugging percentage, which is not what you want 
from a top prospect. So maybe, Gallego said, a brief look at third base was worth it for the possible 
offensive dividends. 

Ward had never used an infielder’s glove before, even in Little League. The shorter web and bigger palm 
needed some time to getting used to, let alone the concept of working a position that required standing 
and learning the angles that come with it. The switch proved daunting. And at one point, he admitted to 
coaches he was afraid of the ball. All the while, Ward was left to ponder his own future, if the 
organization even saw him as the asset they once treasured. 

He went into big-league camp and worked exclusively at catcher, at least temporarily shelving the infield 
experiment. He felt comfortable with his bat and confident he had wrestled his way to being a catcher 
for good. He ultimately was sent down, with the damning words from general manager Billy Eppler. 
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You’re not catching this year, Eppler told him. Ward, now a third baseman, couldn’t muster much more 
than an “OK” in response. 

“You believe that organizations have your best interests, right?” Ward said. “With that being said, when 
they were telling me this and switching me, I knew that from what I was being told that they had my 
best interest, which made things a lot easier.” 

Ward has not touched his catcher’s gear since. It’s still collecting dust at home, he said. The only glove 
he’s made use of this year is his new best friend, the one he used to rework his baseball instincts. 

“It’s completely different,” Ward said. “Honestly, learning the position from the ground up, they started 
simple, like just keeping your eyes on the ball, proper glove position when you go to field the ball. You 
slowly, gradually work your way up to working on plays where you feel uncomfortable making them. 

“It’s literally been this whole year. Since I found out in January, until this point, it’s pretty much been like 
every day. It’s something we’re doing with either footwork or transfers, just anything like that. There’s 
always something to do, and every day this season, I’ve done something to get better.” 

He began to study. He watched video of other third basemen — Colorado’s Nolan Arenado is a personal 
favorite — either on the diamond or giving interviews talking about learning to play third base. Arenado, 
a five-time Gold Glove winner who earned the Platinum Glove last season, was a defensive phenom 
from the start. Ward aspires to someday be like Arenado and even shares the same agents with 
Wasserman Media Group, but he recognizes he is still on his defensive training wheels. 

Even once he got comfortable playing third base in the minors, Ward knew there is so much more to 
learn. 

“In the minor leagues, I knew I could field,” Arenado said. “But I didn’t think I’d win a Gold Glove. Then 
in my rookie season, I was like, ‘Wow, these fields are really nice, there aren’t any bad hops.’ And my 
range was good. That’s when I gained a lot of confidence. The big leagues are the real test.” 

Oakland Athletics third base coach Matt Williams, like Ward, had to undergo his own switch during his 
big-league career, largely having to shift from shortstop to man third base full-time after he had already 
reached the majors. He wound up winning four Gold Gloves at the hot corner. 

“Knowing the position and being confident,” Williams said of the toughest part of the transition. “There 
are always times when you get a tweener. And if you stop, if you have any sort of doubt in your mind, it 
goes haywire.” 

Ward earned a promotion to Triple-A Salt Lake after just 42 games, the organization being pleased 
enough with his defensive progress that they felt he was ready to work everyday with Johnson and 
Olmedo. Johnson, a longtime minor-league coach, has specialized in infield work throughout his pro 
career. Olmedo, a former slick-fielding big-league infielder, is known as the loud, cheery, even “crazy” 
presence in the Salt Lake clubhouse. 
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During spring training, Olmedo first approached Ward, who told him of the impending change. Olmedo 
asked Ward how the glove felt, to which Ward replied with frustration. Olmedo’s tone turned from 
jovial to serious. 

“What do you want to accomplish this year?” Olmedo asked. 

“I want to get to the big leagues,” Ward responded. 

“If you want to go to the big leagues, you stay with me, working,” said Olmedo, choosing to remove 
some expletives. “I’m not going to work you the way you like to be worked. You work, using my style.” 

Ward did just that. Each day, Ward would go through the gauntlet — weaving his way through soccer 
cones, knifing his feet back and forth quickly to increase his foot speed and agility. They worked on 
angles, glove positioning and situational work before wrapping up with a Johnson-Olmedo favorite — 
hitting live fungos, taking batting practice-level pitches and turning on them with unpredictable caroms 
and spins and hops. On occasion, they threw a situation or two in there, just to get Ward’s mind 
working. 

“Live fungo is the closest thing you can get because it’s a moving ball coming off of a bat and you have 
no idea where it’s going,” said Johnson, who is now working as a coach with the Angels as their infield 
has undergone a youth movement. 

“The big thing was just the thousands and thousands of ground balls that most guys get before they 
make it to the big leagues as an infielder that he’s missed out on,” Johnson added. “Just trying to shove 
that into a little CliffsNotes version of it for him.” 

Ward steadily improved. In gauging the progress, Olmedo estimated that Ward’s overall aptitude at 
third base went from zero percent (the first time he’d seen Ward in spring training) to about 85 percent 
when Ward earned his first big-league call-up in August. Getting to 100 percent is all but impossible, 
especially in his first year, according to Olmedo, who equates that milestone as the pinnacle of the 
position — Gold Glove-caliber. Attaining that last 15 percent can only be gained in a game. 

“I respect and really like him, because what he does is, he asked me every day to do extra work, and 
that’s what we did, every single day. Repeating, repeating, repeating,” Olmedo said. “That’s how you get 
better, and that’s got to be your goal. That’s what happened, and that’s why he’s in the big leagues 
because he likes to work a lot.” 

…………… 

It began with a simple conversation in the batting cage between old pals. Ward and Trent Woodward, 
former roommates and teammates at Fresno State, were each getting ready for the upcoming season 
and trying to find a way to keep their respective careers going. 

The two are, in many ways, similar with an aptitude that had carried them throughout their lives in the 
game. Ward was inquisitive, constantly watching video and asking for more information. Woodward 
looked at the science of his game, trying to make the information come to him. Their true dichotomy 
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rested in their talent. Ward, a former first-round pick, drew constant attention from scouts. Woodward 
was a former junior college transfer who fell to the 20th round. 

It was in the Houston Astros organization where Woodward developed a fascination for hitting and the 
body mechanics behind it. He read ex-Red Sox slugger Ted Williams’ book with John Underwood titled 
“The Science of Hitting,” which is believed to be one of the earliest and most well-known works outlining 
the thought process of the modern launch-angle revolution. Much of the book boils down to a simple 
premise: to hit the ball back on the same plane in which it comes to you. If the ball is coming at a 
downward angle off the mound, that means most of your damage should come in the air. 

Through four seasons in the Astros organization, Woodward attempted to absorb as much 
biomechanical knowledge as possible, reaching as high as Triple-A. He learned how to get his body into 
position to hit, and most importantly how to remain consistent in getting to that position. He didn’t 
have the talent to make it work himself, though, opting to retire last offseason. 

As Woodward and Ward messed around in the batting cage toying with new ideas, Woodward 
suggested a few tweaks. 

Ward had always been known for his solid approach, perhaps even being too cautious and not swinging 
enough at pitches and instead opting for walks. He put too many balls on the ground and hit for little 
power. He was eager for a change. 

So Woodward and Ward went to work, reshaping Ward’s swing and finding a way to change his bat 
plane to consistently put the ball in the air with authority. While his mindset largely stays the same — 
hit hard line drives the other way and spraying the ball around the ballpark — Ward’s new swing allows 
his barrel to stay in the zone longer and elevate. Instead of trying to hit the ball in the air and revamping 
his entire outlook on hitting, as Kole Calhoun notably tried and failed to do, Ward simply rebuilt his 
swing to make the changes for him while still maintaining his same pursuits. And perhaps Woodward 
found his calling in baseball. 

“He’s a much better coach than a player,” Ward quipped. 

Ward became quieter with his movements, resting his hands and instead focusing on how to 
consistently get his front foot down in a position that left him optimized for how he wanted to hit. Ward 
and Woodward worked to try to make his end point consistent, each and every time. 

“To be successful in the big leagues and in higher levels, you have to be able to repeat your mechanics, 
and that was something we wanted to make sure of, see he was in the same swing every single time,” 
Woodward said. “It’s just being a little bit more cautious of where he was getting at when his front foot 
hit the ground, and making sure he was putting himself in a position where he’s had a lot of success.” 

Earlier in his career, Ward attempted to keep his hands fluid and moving, turning his body into a kinetic 
chain of moving parts that sometimes were locked in, but often times had an element or two flying 
away from what was expected and normal. 

“It would be like a roller coaster,” Ward said. “Sometimes if you’re on fire, red-hot, and sometimes 
you’re ice-cold and out of luck.” 
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Consistency is now a key element of how Ward evaluates himself and his swing. He studies his swings 
each day — be it in batting practice, in the cage or in a game — trying to come up with reports for what 
was right, what was wrong and what could change. Woodward didn’t dump his encyclopedic knowledge 
of hitting or the bioscience behind why Ward’s mechanics work. Instead, he showed Ward what a good 
swing for him looks like and gave him the tools to self-diagnose and correct any issues that cropped up. 

“I just simply kind of gave him the information and Taylor’s bought in wholeheartedly and dove in,” 
Woodward said. “Everything Taylor’s doing, he’s absolutely crushed it. He’s loved it. From day one, he 
was all about it. He loved it, liked the idea and he just wanted to get better. 

“The most important part is trusting. There’s a thousand different ways to hit, obviously, but for him, 
buying into whatever he’s doing and that’s the best way. He’s worked really hard on making 
adjustments, not just with his swings, his mechanics but also his approach. It’s translating huge.” 

That said, Ward’s swing remains a work in progress. Woodward designed more tweaks during the 
season and has come up with more drastic changes he hopes to implement in the offseason. He wants 
to make Ward’s hands even quieter and to continue to study how his swing could be improved. 

Ward showed up in the spring with new swing in tow and was impressed by the immediate results. As 
he moved to third base, he felt the shackles of catching released and his offensive game taking off. The 
year before, at High-A Inland Empire, hitting coach Brian Betancourth worked on revamping Ward’s 
lower half. Woodward tinkered with the swing this offseason, trying to find the right plane for sharp 
contact to do the most damage. After Ward posted a staggering 178 wRC+ in 42 games for Double-A 
Mobile, he earned his first call-up to Triple-A Salt Lake City, where hitting coach and noted guru Donnie 
Ecker put on some of the finishing touches to help get Ward to the big leagues. 

Ecker, like Woodward, talks more like a biomechanics expert than he does a former baseball player. And 
Ecker also developed a thirst for knowledge of the science of hitting that his talent couldn’t quite match 
as a player. He turned that into a stint at the Titleist Performance Institute, eventually emerging in 
baseball circles as a swing expert. 

While Ward may not be able to academically and eloquently pontificate the right and wrong way for him 
to hit, he craves the same information — just in his terms. He keeps things simple, he says, though it 
might not be simple for others. His relentless study of video and analysis of his own swing caused Ecker 
to liken him to Red Sox slugger J.D. Martinez, who also saw his career revamped with a swing change 
and often carries an iPad with him to track his swings. 

After getting his hands on Ward’s swing for the first time this year, Ecker was thrilled with the outcome. 

“Taylor made a really big emphasis and put it on getting on plane basically as early as he could,” Ecker 
said. “Some people start that process from the beginning of the swing, but he looked at it from the 
backwards standpoint. He really wants to check where he is at heel plant in relationship to the pitch, 
and he’s just put a huge emphasis on understanding that the focus is on the ball and the bat story, but if 
he puts more focus on the body, he’s going to get the results he wants more often. 

“For years and years and years, the focus has been on how the hands are used in the swing, and I guess 
we try to do a very good job of understanding how the body delivers the hands. With Taylor, there’s a 
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lot that comes into play with posture, a lot that comes into play with spine angle, just understanding the 
relationship of how his body works. To be able to rotate around his spine, all of that helped him to 
become more efficient. He’s a student. … He was really fun to work with.” 

………………. 

At the plate, he’s accomplished what he set out to do. Ward posted a 160 wRC+ in Triple-A, knocking a 
combined 14 home runs between Double-A and Triple-A before earning his first big-league call-up in 
August. His ground ball rate dropped, he started pulling the ball more and his power spiked — his 
slugging percentage spiked from a combined .385 a year ago to .531 before his first call-up. 

In the field, he’s managed to find himself playing in the big leagues at a position that, a year ago, he 
wouldn’t be caught dead playing. 

“He’s doing very well with it,” Angels manager Mike Scioscia said. “He’s certainly not a finished product. 
Taylor Ward is going to continue to grow, and hopefully you’re going to see at some point where it’s just 
second nature for him to let his athleticism play out out there and use this experience to be a front-line 
third baseman.” 

Ward has emerged as essentially the club’s everyday third baseman down the stretch, even as he still 
will occasionally be replaced for defense late in games. Perhaps it’s an audition for a more permanent 
role next year. A career that nearly stalled out has been rejuvenated, much to the glee of several folks in 
the organization. One of them is Eric Chavez, the former big-league third baseman who served as 
interim manager at Triple-A Salt Lake while continuing his role as a special assistant to Eppler. 

“Taylor was at a crossroads with his career this year,” Chavez said. “The fact he was willing in spring 
training to kind of accept (the change), it’s not easy. You catch your whole life, and all of a sudden (it 
changes). It wasn’t us asking him. It was us telling him, ‘There’s going to be a position change.’ I know 
there was some shock there. There’s going to be a little bit of fear.” 

“The fact that he’s now in the big leagues speaks volumes about the kid,” Chavez added. “It easily 
could’ve gone south. His first week was not pretty at third. … For him to be at the big-league level right 
now playing third base, if anybody would’ve told you that this is what we thought the outcome would 
be, you’re crazy. There’s no way I thought this was going to happen.” 

Chavez had to learn on the job at his new temporary post as Salt Lake City’s manager, including how to 
go about approaching players who will either be called up, sent down or released. For him, the ability to 
tell Ward firsthand he was going to the majors was as rewarding a call he, or the organization, has made 
all year. 

“He has definitely earned it,” Angels farm director Mike LaCassa said. “From the first time we presented 
the concept of changing the position earlier this spring, he’s fully embraced the concept. He went into it 
and asked for early work on the daily and has really made some big strides defensively at third. 

“Meanwhile, even bigger is that he’s continued to hit while being in that defensive transition. It’s really 
given him the opportunity to focus on the offensive side of things, and he took off this year. We couldn’t 
be more pleased with what we’ve seen from him.” 
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It’s a day in late August in Anaheim, and Ward is getting set to play against one of his new heroes at 
third base in Arenado. He isn’t able to ask the questions rattling around his head, from the the most 
rudimentary things about playing third to even asking about Arenado’s mindset. 

Ward has to go through his pre-game routine with Keith Johnson and Alfredo Griffin, Johnson still 
tapping that fungo off Ward’s heel. Then Ward has to briefly dive into the tunnel to the clubhouse, 
looking at video of his earlier cage session. As he straps in for batting practice, he searches for an old 
friend who he’s gotten on-field passes. He sees Woodward and quickly reaches over for an embrace. 

The 24-year-old southern California native is living his dream, even if he’s a completely different player 
than he was a year ago. Woodward couldn’t be more proud of his first student. 

“He’s the guy that’s meant for this stage,” Woodward said. “He’s the guy that’s meant for the attention, 
for the love. I’ve got nothing but good things to say about him. He’s one of the best people I know.” 

 

                 FROM VICE SPORTS       

Shohei Ohtani Would Be a Nightmare Matchup for Shohei Ohtani 

The one pitcher the Los Angeles Angels’ power-hitting rookie sensation might struggle against the most 
is himself. 

By Drew Fairservice 

Shohei Ohtani and literally Babe Ruth. Three-hundred plate appearances and 10 starts into his Major 
League Baseball career and George Herman Ruth, the Sultan of Swat himself, is the only point of 
reference for what the Los Angeles Angels' right-handed pitcher—and left-handed batter—has done so 
far. 

Ohtani came over from Japanese professional baseball amidst a cacophony of hype, only to have the 24-
year-old nearly exceed it in the season's opening months. He can smash home runs to the deepest part 
of any park as a hitter and throw 100 miles per hour as a pitcher. The Angels all but won the won the 
lottery—again. 

Until, of course, injuries kept Ohtani off the mound for much of the season. Tommy John surgery is now 
likely to repair a tear in his elbow, which would spell the end of the "two-way" aspect of this "two-way 
phenomenon" until 2020. 

His time off the mound adjusted the media feeding frenzy around Ohtani from "generational two-way 
freak of nature" buzz to "rookie DH with serious pop." As news of his arm injury broke, Ohtani continued 
posting preposterous numbers in his rookie campaign, smacking 20 home runs and damn near putting 
up a .300/.375/.600 slash line with a few weeks left in his first MLB season. So, Manny Machado but 
with more power, or Jose Ramirez but with a lower walk rate. 

http://www.sportingnews.com/ca/mlb/news/mlb-angels-shohei-ohtani-babe-ruth-blasts-two-homers-indians/148le5cgqo18u1fbmoxj8d8v6d
http://www.sportingnews.com/ca/mlb/news/mlb-angels-shohei-ohtani-babe-ruth-blasts-two-homers-indians/148le5cgqo18u1fbmoxj8d8v6d
https://sports.vice.com/en_ca/article/evk9ja/mike-trout-is-more-appreciated-than-ever-but-its-still-not-enough
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Productive as Ohtani's been, he's still learning on the job. Like most big leaguers, he's vulnerable to 
pitchers with good changeups and the ability to bury sliders under his hands, especially when paired 
with elite velocity. It especially leaves him vulnerable to one pitcher, specifically: Shohei Ohtani. 

Based on his (limited) track record, Ohtani the pitcher represents the perfect weapon to retire Ohtani 
the hitter. That duality is what made the total package so alluring for every team in baseball in the first 
place. With at least a full year until we see him face big league hitters again, now is the time for a 
thought experiment: How would Ohtani the pitcher attack Ohtani the hitter? 

The Book on Ohtani (the hitter) 

To say Ohtani is unique is an understatement, but the way he approaches every plate appearance 
certainly stands out. Few hitters in the game today, if any, boast his brand of prodigious power to the 
middle of the field. No hitter, by a shocking margin, can claim better numbers when hitting the ball to 
center field. 

 

Via FanGraphs 

The Angels' DH relies on his pitch recognition and preternatural reflexes to wait, driving fastballs the 
opposite way while using the big part of the field to corral breaking balls. He rarely pulls the ball with 
authority, instead waiting back to do his damage (though he had no problem turning on a 97-mph 
fastball from Luis Severino earlier in the season.) 

Ohtani happily rides high fastballs out to center field, or he will stay back even longer and deposit it into 
the cheap seats in left, his opposite field. 

What we don't often see the Angels slugger do, something very common among just about every other 
power hitter in baseball, is pull the ball with authority. His second dinger in the below clip is a no-
doubter to right center, as he still uses the middle of the field on a ball he could easily attempt to pull 
down the line. 

http://www.brooksbaseball.net/landing.php?player=660271&gFilt=&time=month&startDate=03/30/2007&endDate=08/23/2018&s_type=2
http://www.brooksbaseball.net/h_landing.php?player=660271&time=month&startDate=03/30/2007&endDate=08/23/2018&s_type=2
http://www.brooksbaseball.net/h_landing.php?player=660271&time=month&startDate=03/30/2007&endDate=08/23/2018&s_type=2
https://www.fangraphs.com/leaderssplits.aspx?splitArr=77&strgroup=season&statgroup=2&startDate=2018-03-01&endDate=2018-11-01&filter=&position=B&statType=player&autoPt=true&players=&pg=0&pageItems=30&sort=16,1
https://www.fangraphs.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rt2eArcnJoo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rt2eArcnJoo
https://www.mlb.com/video/ohtanis-pinch-hit-3-run-jack/c-2402816983?tid=6479266
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The one hole in the big 6'4" lefty's game is strikeouts. Ohtani's strikeout rate is nearly 30 percent, 
making him one of the 30 or so more whiff-prone hitters in the game. Good sliders are his main nemesis, 
with those thrown inside, under his hands and toward his back foot, giving him the most trouble. 

The below heat map (from the catcher's perspective) shows his tendency to swing and miss at sliders 
from right-handed pitchers. 

 

Via Brooks Baseball 

The Book on Ohtani (the pitcher) 

In a nutshell, Ohtani brings the heat, with a fastball that touches triple digits, giving him one of the 
highest average velocities among starters this year. He complements that high octane (but straight) 
fastball with a sweeping slider and his mind-bending splitter, which dives down and away from left-
handed batters, generating terrible swings by the hatful. 

Ohtani also offers a much slower "show me" curveball, a pitch he can use to steal a strike or two from 
hitters geared up for his big time velocity. Below is his pitch usage against left-handed hitters this 
season, via Brooks Baseball. 

http://www.brooksbaseball.net/
http://www.brooksbaseball.net/landing.php?player=660271
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Screen capture via Brooks Baseball 

In just ten starts this season, at least three of which were hampered by injuries, Ohtani managed a 3.31 
ERA, striking out 30 percent of the hitters he faced by fanning 63 batters in 51.2 innings. He allowed six 
homers in those ten starts, just one coming off the bat of a left-handed hitter. 

At his best, Ohtani generates swinging strikes with his splitter, his "putaway pitch" when ahead in the 
count, especially the first time through the order. He then works off that pitch, using his slider and, later 
in games, his fastball spotted down and away for called strikes against hitters expecting that splitter to 
dive under the strike zone. 

The Stand-Ins 

To envision just how this magical encounter might go, let us look to recent history. A decent Ohtani 
hitter proxy exists in the form of Matt Olson, first baseman for the Oakland A's. While Olson isn't quite 
the same calibre hitter as Ohtani (who is?!), he looks the part and puts up numbers similar to those the 
Angels' star rookie boasts this year. 

Olson hits the ball hard at a similar rate to Ohtani (often) and uses the opposite field regularly. Unlike 
Ohtani, Olson is human. In this early-season matchup between the two, Ohtani's heat was on display, 
showing how his elite velocity lets him get to places other pitchers cannot. 

There aren't many pitchers who throw this hard with the same type of splitter/slider mix. Masahiro 
Tanaka is another expert user of the splitter, but his velocity is a far cry from that of his countryman. 

Justin Verlander is an imperfect but useful comparison for our purposes. Verlander doesn't use his 
changeup as a weapon the way Ohtani does, but the velocity and volume of head-to-head battles serves 
our specific, insane needs. 

In an early-season matchup, Verlander struck out Ohtani three times, pounding the zone with fastballs 
until getting the strikeout with a well-placed curve down-and-in in the first plate appearance. Later in 
the game, his attack shifts, and two high fastballs register two more Ks for the Astros legend. 

https://www.fangraphs.com/statss.aspx?playerid=19755&position=P
https://www.fangraphs.com/statss.aspx?playerid=19755&position=P
https://www.fangraphs.com/statss.aspx?playerid=14344&position=1B
https://www.fangraphs.com/statss.aspx?playerid=8700&position=P
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It's also worth noting that while Verlander has struck Ohtani out five times in 12 plate appearances, the 
Angels slugger has tagged the future Hall of Famer for two doubles and a home run already in his short 
career. 

The At-Bat - First Pitch 

As a pitcher facing left-handed batters, Ohtani loves to start hitters with his fastball, throwing it 50 
percent of the time as his first pitch. Against a powerful lefty like himself, Ohtani will continually use his 
fastball to get above the hands while preventing the batter from extending his arms to access his power. 

On the other hand, Ohtani as a hitter isn't afraid to let loose against first-pitch fastballs, and he's shown 
himself to handle high-end velocity with no problem. Given that Ohtani the batter is less willing to swing 
at curveballs earlier in the count, a first-pitch curve from Ohtani to Ohtani feels like the best option. 

In for the Kill 

If the first pitch is a strike, the next pitch is going to be a splitter. There will be no secret and no 
pretense, as Ohtani's splitter is the perfect weapon to wield in this moment. And wield it he does. 

As a batter, other pitchers look to punish Ohtani's aggression with changeups in this situation, as well. 
It's the perfect storm and represents a massive advantage for the pitcher in our imaginary internal 
struggle. 

If the pitch misses and Ohtani the batter can hold back his swing, the 1-1 count swings the advantage 
back in favour of his bat, as the pitch he sees (and throws!) is again likely to be a fastball. While Ohtani's 
splitter gives his pitching persona the advantage over the hitter within, his very straight fastball favours 
Ohtani the hitter, so any 1-1 heater needs to be well-located or you're running the risk of that baseball 
being sent into orbit. Preferably on the inside half of the plate, but not so far inside that the batter uses 
his lightning-quick hands to drive the ball to right field. 

As the at-bat progresses, the more likely Ohtani the pitcher is to go back to his splitter, tipping the scales 
in favour of the hurler. He still has his slider to work in as well, putting Ohtani the hitter on the 
defensive. 

Even with two strikes, against a big power hitter in our magical scenario, his fastball is in danger of being 
hit out of the park. A hanging slider is sure to be punished if left over the plate. If his splitter stays flat, 
it's also going for a ride. 

The Payoff Pitch 

Were we lucky enough to inhabit a metaphysical plane where Shohei Ohtani could be both pitcher and 
hitter in one single at-bat, and that at-bat results in a full count, we could experience the heat death of 
the universe. Or a home run if the pitcher threw a fastball over the plate. 

Hitter Ohtani has decent numbers when the count runs full, with a double, home run and 14 walks in 
the 44 plate appearances that ended with a full-count pitch. As a pitcher, the opposite. Pitcher Ohtani 
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really struggled in a tiny sample of full count at-bats, walking the yard and giving up two of his six home 
runs. Perhaps situations like that work against his wide-ranging pitch arsenal. 

With the count 3-2, I'd advise Ohtani the pitcher to slip a slider past Ohtani the hitter, but one that's 
kept in the zone to avoid the walk. The chance to freeze up a hitter, as in his final start of 2018, is a risk 
worth taking. 

All of this is to suggest that we are talking about a singular player with a skill set too good to be true. In 
his first year, with all the hurdles he had to face this season, he has wildly exceeded every expectation. 
At the plate, he's a phenom and the likely rookie of the year in the American League. So prolific has his 
hitting (and baserunning) been, the extent of his elbow injury has thrown his future as a pitcher into 
some doubt. 

Even without the pitching aspect, Ohtani is a true wonder whose best days are only ahead of him, and 
we're all better for it. While our dream scenario is mere fantasy, baseball fans from Japan to California 
and all across the globe eagerly await Ohtani's return to the mound, where his full potential will be on 
display once again. 

He could end up one of the best players in all of baseball, but for right now he'll have to settle for a 
once-in-a-century talent and this twisted version of "would you rather?" 


